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Introduction 
 
This free pdf download describes a composition assignment that I have used successfully during 
my years of teaching at Ohio University. 
 
Other teachers are welcome to download and read this pdf file and decide whether this 
assignment will work in their classes. 
 
The pdf file is divided into two main sections following this brief introduction.  
 
First is a description of the assignment. Of course, teachers can modify the assignment as they 
wish.  
 
Following that is an example of an employee manual written by a student. Teachers may print it 
and use it as an excellent example for their students. One way to get good writing from students 
is to show them good work written by other students. Of course, Jake Chapman owns the 
copyright to what he has written. I thank him for giving me permission to use his work in this pfd 
file. 
 
I recommend letting students choose their own topics. Another way to get good writing from 
students is to have meaningful writing assignments. If a student is interested in a certain topic 
and it is meaningful to him or her, he or she is likely to write well on that topic. 
 
For this particular long assignment, it may be a good idea for students to write a proposal or at 
least an outline. Doing so is a great aid in planning the employee manual. 
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Writing an Employee Manual 
 

What Do I Have to Do for the Project? 
 
Benefits 
 
You will write a long document (an employee manual) that you can add to your writing portfolio 
to show prospective employers. You may also be able to mention your employee manual in your 
Resume. For example: “Wrote the employee manual for Mom-and-Pop Shop.”  
 
Assignment Information 
 
Your employee manual in this course will be a communication with a body that is 10 to 30 pages 
long. The employee manual will give to the reader(s) information that the reader(s) can use.  
 
Your place of employment may already have an employee manual that is hundreds of pages 
long; however, such employee manuals will be used mainly as a reference. You can writer the 
short 10-to-20-page employee manual that contains the essential information that every 
employee must know and will read. Or you write an employee manual for one specific job. 
 
You can write an Employee Manual for a business; it will tell employees their duties, 
responsibilities, and rights. Students have written Employee Manuals for Bob’s Supermarket, the 
Greenery, the Maplewood Inn, a summer camp, etc.  
 
You can write an Employee Manual for work-study students in the office where you work. A 
student wrote a “Guide for New Resident Assistants at Jefferson.” A student wrote “The 
Resident Assistant Handbook: A Guide for South Green Staff Members.” 
 
You can write an Employee Manual for salespeople; for example, a student wrote a “Sales 
Manual for ACRN Account Managers.” A student wrote a “Sales Manual for Post Advertising 
Representatives.” 
 
You can write an employee manual for the next person who will hold your job. A student wrote a 
manual about “How to Produce the CONTACT Newspaper.”  
 
Other students have been President of a student organization and have written manuals about 
how to do their job for the incoming President. A student wrote a handbook about how to plan 
the big formal event for her Greek organization. Another student wrote about “How to Plan Earth 
Day.”  
 
You can write about how to organize your organization’s annual fundraising event (this could be 
organized in chronological order: Before the Event, During the Event, and After the Event).  
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Members of fraternities or sororities can write manuals for various offices, telling future 
officeholders how to do the job, including manuals for Pledge Educator, Rush Chair, and 
Philanthropy Chair, or they can write a “Handbook for New Members.” They can write a manual 
telling about and listing the responsibilities of all leadership positions in the organization. 
 
A student wrote an “Ohio University Women’s Club Lacrosse Team Treasurer’s Manual.” 
 
 

Important Advice and Notes 
 
1)  Be aware that this employee manual assignment is an opportunity for you to 

investigate a topic of interest to you. Occasionally in your college career, you can find an 
opportunity to get college credit for studying a topic of interest to you. This is one of those 
opportunities. (You will be devoting a good hunk of your time to this project, so choose a 
topic that interests you.) 

 
2)  Begin writing early. This is a big project, and to have adequate time for evaluating and 

revising (and to avoid doing all-nighters to write this paper when you should be studying 
for finals), don’t put off the writing until the last minute. You do NOT have to have the 
research completed before you begin to write. 

 
3)  Don’t ignore visual aids when writing your employee manual. You are permitted to 

create original visual aids. (Don’t plagiarize your visual aids. If you use a visual aid that 
was created by someone else, you must give credit to that person. If you use a visual aid 
from the WWW or a book or other source, you must give credit to the source. The best 
place to give credit is immediately under the visual aid.) 

 
4)  Don’t ignore people sources when writing your employee manual. Remember that 

interviews can be a good source of information.  
 
5)  If your employee manual turns out well, you may add it to your writing portfolio and 

take it to job interviews to show to prospective employers.  
 
6) If your employee manual turns out well, you may be able to mention it on your 

resume—for example, if you write an employee manual that is actually being used at 
the place of business. 

 
7)  If your employee manual turns out well, you may be able to get a good letter of 

recommendation from the person you wrote it for—for example, a business manager 
or professor. 

 
8)  Make your employee manual something you can be proud of. 
 
9)  Proofread up to the last minute. (Don’t hand it in early.) 
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10)  Back up your employee manual. Buy another travel drive or Zip disk to serve as a back-
up disk. (This piece of advice is very important.) 

 
11) If you wish to do a long employee manual, you are very welcome to do so. The students 

who do long manuals do them not for me, but because they are working on their writing 
portfolios or because they feel strongly about their topic and wish to do an exceptional job 
on it. Some students have written 60-plus-page manuals—because they knew that they 
would benefit by doing so. 

 
12) Be aware that a 15-page manual can get an A. I do advise students to write at least 15 

pages so that their manuals don’t look skimpy. A well-written, well-proofread 15-page 
manual will get a better grade than a poorly written, poorly proofread 30-page manual. 
(Don’t scrimp on content! Fifteen pages can include lots of content!) 

 
13) Remember that your employee manual must be your original writing. It can’t be just 

or mainly a collection of information you have downloaded and/or copied, then slightly 
altered. 

 
14) Avoid plagiarism! Give credit where credit is due. 

 
A Sample Organization of an Employee Manual 

 
I. Introduction 
II. Policies 
III. Procedures 
IV. Conclusion 
V. Appendixes 
 
Of course, several policies will be listed under “Policies,” and several procedures will be listed 
under “Procedures.” In addition, subheadings will appear under “Introduction,” “Conclusion,” 
and “Appendixes.” Furthermore, other sections may appear in the outline and in the Employee 
Manual. For example, one section may be titled “FAQs” and consist of a number of frequently 
asked questions and their answers.  
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Employee Manuals 
 
• The benefits of writing an employment manual are many: 
 

•  If use of your Employee Manual is implemented at your place of employment, you 
will help new employees learn to do their jobs quickly. 
•  If use of your Employee Manual is implemented at your place of employment, you 
will reduce the amount of time spent training new employees. 
•  If use of your Employee Manual is implemented at your place of employment, you 
will be able to mention in your Resume that you wrote the Employee Manual for your 
place of employment. 
•  If use of your Employee Manual is implemented at your place of employment, you 
may be able to get a good letter of job recommendation from your employer. 
•  If use of your Employee Manual is implemented at your place of employment, you 
may be able to negotiate a fee for writing the Employee Manual. 
•  You will have an impressive communication to add to your writing portfolio to 
demonstrate that you know how to write on the job. 
•  Coming up with content will be easy. You will write about many policies and 
procedures. Since you have worked at the business, you are writing about things you 
know. 
• Writing the Employee Manual will be time consuming but may not be difficult. You 
will be able to write an outline with many parts that you may be able to easily write 
(dress code, parking policy, how to open the business, etc.). 
• If your parents own a small business that does not have an Employee Manual, you may 
write that manual as a way of helping your parents. 

 
• Use the book format for your Employee Manual. In addition to the body of your Employee 
Manual, you will need a cover page, a title page, and a table of contents. In addition, you may 
need an appendix or appendixes. The first page of your introduction will be page 1.  
 
• Your cover page will include the title of your Employee Manual, the name of the organization 
for which you wrote it, the name of the writer(s), and the date. In addition, it may include the 
logo of the organization. 
 
• Your title page will include all of the information that appears on the cover page, plus the 
address of the organization. No logo or other visual aid will appear on this page.  
 
• Your cover pages—front and back—should be cover-stock (aka card-stock) paper. Or you may 
use clear vinyl over the cover page and colored (or clear) vinyl for the back cover 
 
• When writing the Employee Manual, use the writing process you have learned in this course: 
 
Setting Goals 
 
Fill out a Planning Guide: Setting Goal, Analyzing Audience, and Thinking Ethically Worksheet 
to learn about your readers—new employees—and about topics of interest to them that you 
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should address in your Employee Manual. When you write the Employee Manual, answer the 
readers’ key questions. 
 
Planning 
 
Brainstorm a list of topics you should address in your Employee Manual. In addition to having 
an introduction and conclusion, you may need to write about the following: 
 
• A Mission Statement. (This may appear in the introduction.) 
 
• Policies: Dress Code, Parking Policy, Absenteeism Policy, Vacation Policy, Pay Policy, etc. 
 
• Procedures: How to Open the Business, How to Close the Business, How to Operate the Cash 
Register and Credit Card Machines, How to Take Inventory, What to Do in Case of an 
Emergency, etc. Instructions can be an important part of Employee Manuals. 
 
• Laws and Regulations: If the organization sells cigarettes or alcohol, employees need to 
understand relevant federal and state laws. Special laws apply to particular organizations; for 
example, a fireworks store must be very careful to enforce laws about smoking. 
 
• Job Descriptions: You may want to list duties to be performed by employees with various job 
titles at the organization. 
 
• Useful Information: For example, your appendix could include a list of useful telephone 
numbers. 
 
For this project, an excellent idea is to interview the organization’s owner or manager to find out 
what topics he or she would like to be included in the Employee Manual. In addition, you can 
find out what the manager or owner would like to have stressed in the Employee Manual. For 
example, if the organization has recently had a problem with employees parking where they 
shouldn’t, you may need to stress the organization’s parking policy when you write your 
Employee Manual.  
 
You may wish to write a survey and ask current employees to fill it out regarding the topics they 
would like to see addressed in an Employee Manual. = 
 
In addition, you should plan your visual aids. Determine whether you should include an 
organizational chart. Determine whether you should include a floor plan of the organization. 
Determine which other visual aids, if any, will help the reader. 
 
Drafting 
 
Write successive drafts, and get each draft reviewed. 
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Evaluating 
 
An excellent idea is to take along a copy of your outline to your interview with the 
organization’s manager or owner. Ask for a review of the outline to see if you have left out any 
necessary topics, or if you have included any unnecessary topics. Also ask if the manager or 
owner is willing to review a complete draft of your Employee Manual later. You may be able to 
email a copy to the employer or owner. 
 
If your Employee Manual contains Instructions, you should test those Instructions, either with a 
performance test or an understandability test. 
 
In addition to the checking you do by yourself, you should ask your peers to review drafts of 
your Employee Manual. 
 
Revising 
 
Revise early and often. While you are still writing the section on procedures, you may be able to 
revise the section on policies. As always, you must balance the work you must do on this project 
for this course with the work you must do on other projects for other courses. 
 
A Final Note 
 
After writing your Employee Manual, don’t be timid about presenting a copy to the organization. 
At a job interview, you will sound more impressive if you can say that you wrote the Employee 
Manual currently being used at an organization instead of merely saying that you wrote an 
Employee Manual in your Junior Composition course. In addition, if the organization uses your 
Employee Manual, you can add to your Resume that you wrote the Employee Manual for that 
organization. 
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Planning Guide: Setting Goals, Analyzing Audience, and Thinking Ethically 
 
Overall Purpose: Identify the final result you want your communication to achieve. 
 
What are you writing?  
 
 
 
 
What prompts you to write (other than it’s a course requirement)? 
 
 
 
 
 
What outcome (final result) do you desire? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Profile of Readers: Learn your readers’ important characteristics, and learn who all your 
readers will be. 
 
Who are your primary readers? 
 
 
 
What is your readers’ relationship to you? 
 
 
 
What are your readers’ job titles and responsibilities? 
 
 
 
Who else might read your communication? 
 
 
 
How familiar are your readers with your subject? 
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How familiar are your readers with your specialty—knowledge you learned in your major? 
 
 
 
Do your readers have any communication preferences you should take into account? 
 
 
 
Should you take into account any other things about your readers when writing? 
 
 
 
 
Readers’ Attitudes: Tell how you want to change your readers’ attitudes. 
 
What is your readers’ attitude toward your subject? Why? What do you want it to be? 
 
 
 
 
 
What is your readers’ attitude toward you? Why? What do you want it to be? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Situational Analysis: Learn about the context in which your readers will read. 
 
What events and circumstances influence the way you should write?  
 
 
 
 
 
How will your readers use the information you provide? 
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Readers’ Informational Needs: Learn your readers’ informational needs. 
What are the key questions your readers will ask while reading? 
 
1. 
 
2. 
 
3. 
 
4. 
 
5. 
 
6. 
 
Stakeholders: Identify all the stakeholders. 
Who, besides your readers and yourself, are the stakeholders in your communication? (Stake- 
holders are people who will be affected by your communication.) In the next section, you will 
answer this question: How will the stakeholders be affected by your communication? 
 
 
 
 
 
Ethics: Determine if your communication is ethical. 
Is this communication ethical? 
 
• Would you want done to you what you are thinking of doing to other people? 
 
 
 
 
• What are the consequences of the action you are thinking about doing? (Be sure to consider the 
consequences for all the stakeholders.) 
 
 
 
 
• Are there any other ethical considerations that you should take into account? (For example, 
effect on the environment? Effect on future generations? Does the action you are considering 
doing involve breaking any ethical rules that are important to you? Are your persuasive strategies 
ethical?) 
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Legality: Determine whether your communication is legal. 
For example, if you are making a recommendation, is the recommended action legal? 
 
 
 
 
 
Strategies for Achieving Your Goals 
What are some strategies you can use to make your communication persuasive? What arguments 
will you use? What persuasive points will you make? (For example, telling the benefits for the 
readers is persuasive.) 
 
1. 
 
2. 
 
3. 
 
4. 
 
5. 
 
6. 
 
 
What are some strategies you can use to make sure your communication gives the readers the 
information they need? (For example, you will provide answers for all the readers’ key questions 
that you listed earlier, but are there any other questions you should answer?) What informative 
points do you need to make? How can you make it easy for the readers to use the information 
you provide? (For example, using headings makes it easy to find information.) Make notes about 
anything else you have learned from filling out this planning guide. (For example, how long 
should the communication be? Should the tone be formal or informal?) 
 
1. 
 
2. 
 
3. 
 
4. 
 
5. 
 
6. 
 
Note: This Planning Guide is based on the work of Paul Anderson, author of Technical Communication 
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Introductions Worksheet 
 
Some Important Points: The introduction to your Employee Manual will not be huge. If it is 
longer than a page, you will probably need to put some of the background information into 
another section, such as Company History. Your introduction may not answer every question 
below. Your answers to some of the questions below may overlap. Some of the information 
requested below may appear in an appendix, such as a Glossary. 
 
Encourage Openness to Your Message: For example, at the beginning of an introduction in an 
employee manual, you may want to write, “Welcome to Company XYZ. We are happy to have 
you as a member of our team.” 
 
 
 
 
 
Topic: The writer should tell the readers the topic of the communication. (The topic is the 
subject of the communication.) What is the topic of your communication?  
 
 
 
 
 
Purpose: The writer should tell the readers the purpose of the communication. (The purpose is 
the reason you wrote the communication.) What is the purpose of your communication? 
 
 
 
 
Intended Audience: Who will be the readers of the communication? 
 
 
 
 
 
Benefits: One way to persuade readers to pay attention to a communication is to tell them that it 
will benefit them. What are the benefits for the readers of reading the communication you are 
writing? (For example, you may be able to solve a problem for the readers.) 
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Organization/Forecasting Statement: Tell about your communication’s organization. Write a 
forecasting statement that tells the organization of the communication you are writing. For 
example: “This Employee Manual will inform you about company policies, the procedures you 
need to know to do your job well, on-the-job etiquette, and relevant state and federal laws.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Scope: Tell about your communication’s scope (when you tell the readers the scope of your 
communication, you tell the readers what the communication covers—and what it doesn’t). What 
is the scope of the communication you are writing? (The forecasting statement will tell the 
readers what the communication covers; do you need to tell the readers what it doesn’t cover?) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Background Information: The writer should provide the readers with any general background 
information he or she needs in order to understand or use the rest of the communication. What is 
the necessary background information that your readers will need to know when reading your 
communication?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Usage: What is the best way for your readers to use your communication? For example, should 
they read it straight through word for word, then use it as a reference when needed? 
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Qualifications: One way of establishing credibility is to tell your qualifications for writing the 
communication. What are your qualifications for writing the communication?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Credibility: Another way to establish credibility is to say that a credible person (not David 
Bruce) reviewed the communication. Should you mention the person you interviewed or the 
expert who reviewed your Employee Manual? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Headings: One way to reveal organization to a reader is to use headings. Should you use 
headings in your introduction to your Employee Manual? If so, which headings will you use?  
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 Conclusions Worksheet 
 
Advice on Writing Your Conclusion: 
• The conclusion to your Employee Manual will not be huge. If it is longer than a page, you will 
probably need to put some of the information into another section, such as an appendix. Your 
conclusion will not use every guideline below, although it will probably use several of them. 
 
Guideline: Repeat your main point or main points. 
Does your Employee Manual have a main point or main points that need to be repeated? If so, 
what is it or what are they? (You may need to stress the importance of customer satisfaction, or 
you may need to stress safety. For example, “If the customer is not happy, then we are not 
happy.” For example, “Any employee caught not wearing a hard hat in a construction zone 
subjects our company to considerable fines and so may be fired immediately.” For example, 
“After reading this Employee Manual, you should understand these three points: 1. Excellent 
attendance is mandatory. 2. Customer satisfaction is of the greatest importance. 3. Safe working 
practices are both mandatory and rewarded.”) 
 
 
 
 
 
Guideline: Refer to a goal stated earlier in your communication. 
Do you mention a goal in the introduction that you can repeat in the conclusion? If so, what is it? 
(For example, “After reading this Employee Manual, you should have a greater understanding of 
the policies and procedures of Company ABC.”) 
 
 
 
 
 
Guideline: Focus on a key feeling. 
With what key feeling do you want to leave the readers of your Employee Manual? (In an 
Employee Manual, you want the reader to feel good about working for your organization. For 
example, “Company ABC encourages you to make suggestions about how to make the working 
environment safer, more profitable, and more enjoyable. Feel free to make suggestions to your 
supervisor.”) 
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Guideline: Tell your readers how to get assistance or more information. 
How can your reader get assistance or more information about the topic of your Employee 
Manual? If this will take up a lot of space, you should have a “For Further Information” section 
as an appendix. For example, “If you have any questions, please see Appendix B: For Further 
Information.” For example, “If you have any questions, please ask your supervisor.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Guideline: Tell your readers what to do next. 
Should the readers perform an action after reading your Employee Manual? (For example, in an 
Employee Manual written for salespeople, you may want to say, “Get out there and sell!”) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Guideline: Follow applicable social conventions. 
Are there any social conventions that apply to the conclusion of your Employee Manual? (For 
example, in an Employee Manual, you may want to once again welcome the new employees into 
the business by writing, “Once again, we welcome you as a member of the team at Company 
ABC.”) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Headings in Your Conclusion: One way to reveal organization to a reader is to use headings. 
Should you use headings in your conclusion to your Employee Manual? If so, which headings 
will you use? 
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Sample Proposal Memos: Short and Long 
 
To:   David Bruce 
From:  Jane Cronin  
Re:    Proposed Topic of Manual 
Date:   15 October 2007 
 
For the manual project, I would like to write a manual about forensic investigations. In this 
manual I will write about the need for forensic investigators to be extremely careful and 
document everything while doing an investigation. I will write instructions for beginning 
forensic investigators so that they will have a manual giving the proper procedures for doing an 
investigation. 
 
I would like to write about how to properly fingerprint individuals and how to properly lift latent 
fingerprints from a crime scene and positively make a match for identification. For visual aids, I 
will include my own ten-print-card of my fingerprints that I made in a Law Enforcement 
Technology course and also fingerprints that I lifted from various surfaces. 
 
In my manual, I will also discuss the different methods of latent prints, which include dusting, 
super-glue fogging, Ninhydrin, and several others. 
 
This is the outline that I will use for my manual: 
 

I. Introduction 
 A. Topic, Readers, Purpose 
 
II. How to Fingerprint Individuals 
 A. Ten-Print Card 
  
III. How Do Lift Latent Prints 
 A. Dusting 
 B. Super-glue Fogging 
 C. Ninhydrin 
 D. Other Methods 
 
IV: Conclusion 
 A. How to Get Further Information 

 
I think that I should be allowed to use this topic for my manual because I am a Forensic 
Chemistry major and have taken two years of Law Enforcement Technology courses in which I 
have learned many methods of forensic investigation. This manual will help me to better 
organize all of my knowledge of forensic investigation and help me in the future with 
investigative techniques. 
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To:   David Bruce 
From:  Meredith Tomlinson 
Re:  Proposal for Employee Manual 
Date:  February 26, 20-- 
 
I am writing this memo to ask you to approve my Proposal for my Employee Manual. My topic 
is an employee manual for ticket office employees of Ohio University’s Memorial Auditorium. 
This will benefit all current and potential new employees; it will explain all policies and 
procedures of the ticket office. 
 
Problem 
 
Currently, the Memorial Auditorium ticket office has no official employee manual. This has 
created a problem in that all employees must know certain policies and procedures while 
working in the ticket office. When the employee is first hired, the manager may explain these 
policies and procedures, but this is information that may be easily forgotten. We need an 
employee manual that clerks can easily refer to when there is a question regarding a policy or 
procedure within the office. 
 
Goals and Audience 
 
Final Result: My employee manual will inform all ticket office clerks of all policies and 
procedures such as opening and closing, how to make a ticket sale, how to take a phone order, 
how to process a credit card and how to fill out the timesheets. My manual will also include what 
is expected of each employee and the attitudes that should be displayed while at work. It is 
important that each employee know the importance of professionalism when waiting on a 
customer; all employees must give each customer their full attention and make the customer our 
number-one priority. 
 
Persuasion: My manual will persuade employees that our number-one priority is customer 
satisfaction. 
 
Audience Analysis: My manual will be for the employees of the ticket office. Most employees 
should already be knowledgeable about most of the terms I will use, but I will define the few 
terms that they will not know. 
 
Solution 
 
Writing an employee handbook for the employees of the ticket office will greatly benefit both 
employees and management. The manual will be a useful tool in that it will be able to explain all 
policies, procedures, and responsibilities of the employees. This will be a source employees can 
refer to when they have a question. Also, this employee manual will help the managers. The 
employees will be able to refer to the manual for answers to questions instead of asking a 
manager. The manual will also help to make clear policies and procedures, which are sometimes 
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unclear. The employees will now have a written manual to determine what is right and wrong if 
there is a question regarding a procedure or policy. 
 
Outline:  
 
I. Introduction 
 A. Welcome to Templeton-Blackburn Alumni Memorial Auditorium 
 B. Purpose of employee manual 
 C. Benefits of reading the employee manual 
 
II. General Policies 
 A. Customer service 
 B. Customers with disabilities 
 C. Scheduled events 
 D. Employee ticket purchase 
 
III. Procedures 
 A. Opening the ticket office 
  i. Accessing the ticket office 
  ii. Accessing the safe 
  iii. Preparing your change drawer 
 B. Selling a ticket at the window 
 C. Selling a ticket over the phone 
 D. Selling a season subscription 
 E. Selling a student card 
 F. Reprinting tickets 
 G. Accepting methods of payment 
  i. Methods of payment 
  ii. Processing a credit card 
  iii. Reprinting a credit card slip 
  iv. Voiding a credit card charge 
 H. Closing the ticket office 
  i. Closing the window 
  ii. Counting cash drawer 
  iii. Filling out batch out sheet 

iv.  Filling out timesheet 
 
IV. Conclusion 
 A. Where you can obtain further information 
 B. Once again, welcome to Memorial Auditorium 
 
V. Appendix 
 A. Performing Arts Series brochure 
 B. Phone order form 
 C. Batch out form 
 D. Seating map 
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 E. Timesheet form 
 F. Staff contacts 
 
Visual Aids: I will be using screen shots for the basic instructions on making ticket sales. In 
addition, I will draw a diagram of the ticket office set up as well as print examples of forms such 
as phone order forms, batch out forms and timesheet form. 
 
Resources 
 
I will interview Ethen Schachle, the ticket office manager. Ethen has been the office manager for 
over a year. He has an extraordinary amount of knowledge regarding the ticket office and general 
business ethics and skills. As the ticket office assistant manager, I will be able to obtain all other 
information on my own, as I have access to all other information and forms. 
 
Schedule 
 
Set Goals and Analyze Audience February 20 
Plan and Research Project February 20-25 

Write Outline 
Have Outline Reviewed 
Interview Mr. Schachle 

Write Several Pages of Body February 22-February 26 
Participate in First Peer Review February 27 
Make Revisions and Finish First Draft February 27-March 5 
Hand in Interview Report March 2 
Participate in Second Peer Review March 5 
Revise and Expand Draft March 5-March 12 
Write Introduction and Conclusion March 5-8 
Write Appendix March 9-10 
Test Instructions March 9-11 
Write a Progress Report March 11 
Participate in Third Peer Review March 12  
Make Final Revisions March 12-March 16 
Write Front Matter March 14-16 
Bind and Finalize Project March 17 
Turn in Employee Manual March 18 
   
Qualifications 
 
I have worked in the ticket office for three years and was recently promoted to assistant manager. 
Through my time working in the ticket office, I have gained experience and knowledge 
regarding the ticket office policies, procedures and general information needed when working for 
Memorial Auditorium. I am responsible for many duties such as selling tickets, opening and 
closing the ticket office, depositing daily transactions, managing nightly events, and scheduling 
ticket office clerks; therefore, I am very qualified to write an employee handbook for the ticket 
office staff of Memorial Auditorium. 
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Conclusion 
 
I am very excited to be working on this employee manual. I will be able to present my final copy 
to my manager of the ticket office so current and new employees can use it. By creating this 
employee manual, I will learn how to write professionally, as this is an important document that 
will hopefully be used for many years to come. This is a great opportunity to show the staff and 
administration of the ticket office what I can do as an assistant manager. 
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Interview Report Assignment (for the Employee Manual) 
 
As part of your work on the Employee Manual, you will conduct an interview. Your aim in 

the interview will be to understand what content your target reader needs in your Employee 
Manual. It’s best if you interview someone from the target audience or the person who is in 
charge of the organization you are writing the Employee Manual for (not me, but perhaps a 
manager or business owner), although another person close to these people may be interviewed 
instead.  

You should interview your boss or a representative of your boss to find out what content he 
or she would like to see in your Employee Manual. Sometimes, you may be able to interview 
someone else. For example, you may be writing an Employee Manual telling the servers of a 
restaurant in Cleveland how to do their job, but you are unable to go to Cleveland to interview 
the restaurant manager (and you can’t reach him or her on the telephone or by e-mail). In this 
case, you can interview a friend who has worked as a server in a similar restaurant and find out 
what content the server would like to see in your Employee Manual. For example, in some 
Employee Manuals a reader may suggest a Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) section. 

In your short interview report (1 or 2 pages; typed; in memo format, addressed to your 
teacher), focus on the content you have discovered your readers desire and the ways you will 
address these desires when you write your Employee Manual. Write a short introduction 
reminding me of the topic of your Employee Manual and tell me whom you interviewed. The 
rest of the report may be written in question-and-answer format: Write each question you asked 
and summarize the answer underneath the question. These are good questions to ask:  

 
 1) What content would you like to see in my Employee Manual?  
 2) What visual aids would you like to see in my Employee Manual?  
 3) What are the most important things to stress in my Employee Manual?  
 4) What will be the most frequently asked questions by the readers?  
 5) What attitudes should the readers have after reading my Employee Manual?  
 6) What do you think of my outline of my Employee Manual? 
 7) Would you be willing to criticize a draft of my Employee Manual? 
 8) What else do you think I should know? 
 

In addition, you may need to ask if there are any new policies or any recent changes in policy. 
Sometimes, students will modify their Employee Manual outline in light of what they learn 

from their interviews. No problem.  
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To: David Bruce 
From: Charles Denier 
Date: November 5, 2004 
Re: Interview for My Employee Manual 
 
For my Employee Manual, I will be writing an Employee Manual for the Little Rome Pizza 
Parlor in Albany, New York, where I have worked for the past three summers. To gain 
information that will help me to write the Employee Manual, I interviewed Sandra Brice, the 
owner and manager. 
 
1) What content would you like to see in my Employee Manual?  
Your outline looks very good, but add “Parking” to the list of policies because we have had a 
problem recently with employees parking in the wrong place. Also, do a thorough job with 
“Kitchen Clean-Up” in the list of procedures because cleanliness is so important to the 
restaurant. 
 
2) What visual aids would you like to see in my Employee Manual?  
An important visual aid would be a floor and table layout. Servers need to know the identifying 
numbers and locations of the tables in the dining room so they know where to take the food when 
it is cooked. Often, servers help each other, and the server who delivers the food may not be the 
server who took the order. 
 
3) What are the most important things to stress in my Employee Manual?  
By far the most important thing to stress is customer satisfaction. I am glad that you have 
included a section on “Proper Etiquette When Dealing with Customers” in your outline because 
if the customers are not happy, then we won’t stay in business for very long. The other important 
things to stress are food safety and cleanliness. 
 
4) What will be the most frequently asked questions by the readers?  
Servers will want to know what to do if they have a dissatisfied customer. They should 
immediately contact the manager—either me or Shirley Conner—and let us deal with the 
situation. 
 
5) What attitudes should the readers have after reading my Employee Manual? 
They should realize that customer satisfaction is the most important thing at Little Rome Pizza 
Parlor. We want our customers to have a good time at Little Rome and to go away happy. 
  
6) Would you be willing to criticize a draft of my Employee Manual? 
Sure. E-mail a copy to me, and I will read and criticize it. 
 
7) Is there anything else I should know? 
Not really. The most important thing is to add “Parking” to your outline. 
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Introduction 

A. Ohio University Football Operations 

The sporting industry is continuing to expand across the world as media coverage, attendance, 
and revenue is surging to never before reached heights. Sports have never been as popular as 
they are today, but a majority of sports fans do not understand the work that goes on behind the 
scenes. The purpose of this informative employee manual is to educate people interested in the 
less entertaining aspects of the industry that surround the finished product that reaches more 
people every day. My goal is to enlighten people interested in turning their sports passion into a 
potential career. The information in this manual will give the casual sports fan an idea of how a 
revenue-generating sports team operates on a daily basis. People intrigued by the idea of working 
in the sporting industry will be informed on the type of positions offered by a sports team and the 
skills and responsibilities required of them.  

B. Benefits 

Working for an operations department of a sports team is a great experience. It is fun, because 
while it may be a job, there is still the entertainment aspect that comes with it. Working for a 
sports team is also very transferable to many other professions if you decide being in sports isn’t 
for you. The Ohio University Football Operations staff consists of people working with cameras, 
equipment maintenance, physical therapy, and business operations. None of these is unique to 
the Sporting Industry. Working in the sports world also presents opportunities to live and work 
around the world in a way that many other professions do not. Working for Ohio University 
Football will allow you to become more involved with the university and its student body.  

C. Organization 

This manual will inform you on the departments of the Ohio University Football Administration. 
It contains a step-by-step instructions manual on how to film an event efficiently.  

D. About the Author 

I have spent this football season working for the Head of Football Operations completing work 
with the film staff as well as general operations. My experience has taught me procedures for 
filming an event, scoreboard and clock operations, sporting venue audio operations, and facility 
management among other things. My previous sports experience and knowledge has grown 
immensely while I have made solid contacts in the sports world.  
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Ohio University Football Operations: Practice 

 During a typical week leading up to a Saturday game, the football team practices on 
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday. However, these are not the only days the football 
operations staff is in the facilities working. 

A. Friday 

 If the team isn’t traveling for a road game on Friday, they check into an Athens hotel for the 
night and spend their night preparing by conducting position meetings, coach meetings, 
recruiting high school or junior college athletes, gathering for team dinner, and a late night snack 
before curfew.  

B. Saturday 

Saturday is game day. 

C. Sunday 

The coaches come in on Sunday to watch film from yesterday’s game as well as the film of their 
upcoming opponent. The coaches analyze the film to correct team mistakes and strategically plan 
the upcoming week of practice in preparation for the upcoming game.  

Before Practice 

A. Equipment Staff 

Hours before practice starts, the equipment staff works to meet all of the players’ and coaches’ 
demands so the team is prepared to practice. The equipment staff ensures that all of the players’ 
laundry is clean and in their locker. The equipment manager and members of his staff wait at 
equipment room desk leading up to practice to meet any player requests. The members of the 
staff who don’t stay at the desk will transport practice equipment such as line sleds, dummie 
pads, running chutes, field markers and chains, footballs, football-throwing machines, cones, 
alignment markers, and stretching cords to the area of the field the coaches desire.  

B. Players  

The players will show up an hour or two before practice depending on the day. The time spent 
before practice includes scheduled position meetings with coaches, getting treatment from the 
athletic trainers, and becoming familiar with the day’s practice itinerary.  

C. Film Staff 

The film staff arrives at Peden Stadium a half hour before practice starts. The staff meets with 
the video coordinator to find out each person’s task for the day before gathering the necessary 
equipment. The equipment used by the day’s camera operators includes a video camera, a tripod, 
a communication headset, and a hard drive or laptop. One member of the staff will operate the 
clock and scoreboard for the day. The scoreboard control console is located in the office of 
defensive line coach Pete Germano on the fifth floor of Peden Stadium.  Two members of the 
film staff will record the day’s practice from a sky lift behind each end zone. Two members will 
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film the day’s practice from the roof of the stadium or inside Peden’s fifth-floor recruiting 
lounge if rain is a possibility. Before practice, the video coordinator will receive a schedule of 
the day’s practice from the Head of Football Operations. The schedule contains the portions of 
the practice the coaching staff wants recorded.  

D. Training Staff 

The athletic trainers tend to athletes that come to be treated for injuries or soreness before 
practice. A few of the procedures include wrapping ankles, massaging joints, and water 
treatment. Some members of the staff will continue treating an athlete after practice has begun 
while much of the training staff is fulfilling their on-field duties of keeping the athletes hydrated 
and being prepared for treating a potential injury.  

E. Head of Football Operations 

The current Ohio Football Head of Football Operations Jason Grooms is responsible for 
communicating all of the information he gets from the coaches to each department. He is in 
charge of running the entire operation. Before practice, Mr. Grooms ensures that the film staff 
and equipment staff are informed on their day’s duties. The Head of Football Operations is also 
responsible for communicating with people outside of the program such as professional football 
scouts and high school coaches who are in attendance. Mr. Grooms starts practice by blowing his 
whistle at the time practice is scheduled to begin. If it is a night practice or the sun is going 
down, he will turn on the stadium lights as directed.  

During Practice 

 Practice schedules change depending on the day of the week. The length of practice, 
drills scheduled, and the equipment the players wear changes throughout the week. Practices are 
run on a schedule that is organized by five-minute periods.  

Monday’s Practice begins at 4:00, has twelve periods, and is completed with players wearing 
jerseys and shorts. Monday’s practice is usually located on the grass practice field. All other 
practices are held on the Peden Stadium turf.  

Tuesday’s Practice begins at 3:15, has twenty-five periods, and is completed with players 
wearing shoulder pads and padded football pants.  

Wednesday’s Practice begins at 3:25, has twenty-three periods, and is completed with players 
wearing shoulder pads and shorts.  

Thursday’s Practice begins at 3:30, has eighteen periods, and is completed with players wearing 
shoulder pads and shorts.  

The practices are planned strategically. Monday’s practice is the lightest practice that is designed 
to install the week’s game plan without working the players too hard. Tuesday is the most 
intense practice before lowering the practice’s intensity on Wednesday and Thursday. The 
coaches don’t want to put the players through the toughest workouts right before and after a 
game. The practice schedule is designed so the players’ bodies are at their peak on game day. 
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A. Equipment Staff 

During practice, the equipment staff is constantly moving around the field. The equipment staff 
spends practice setting up stationary equipment, distributing footballs, and assisting coaches 
during drills. During drills, members of the equipment staff will snap balls, throw balls during 
position drills, or be positioned as a part of the drill. The equipment guys are also prepared to 
tend to equipment malfunctions.  

B. Players 

The players make their way to the field before practice to warm up. After practice begins, the 
players follow the instructions given to them by coaches and Jason Grooms. Practice is operated 
through a schedule of five-minute periods that are allocated to specific drills and areas of the 
field where each drill will be performed.  

C. Film Staff 

Before practice begins, the film staff will set up their equipment for practice. Two members of 
the film staff will film practice from a sky lift behind each end zone. Two members will film 
practice from a spot adjacent to the fifty-yard line on the roof of Peden Stadium if it is not 
raining. If it is raining, practice will be shot through the windows of Peden Stadium’s fifth floor 
recruiting lounge. The group that is filming from the roof of the stadium or in the recruiting 
lounge will be joined by the video coordinator and the number two in command. While practice 
is being filmed, their responsibility is to work a laptop connected to the sideline cameras, 
organizing all of the clips that are taken. They will separate all of the drills so the coaches can 
easily access the clips they desire when reviewing the film. The camera operators will record 
each repetition individually as instructed by the day’s film schedule. The camera operators wear 
head sets to communicate with the video coordinator. The headsets are necessary to keep the 
operators informed on what to record when the team doesn’t follow the schedule, as well as 
solving possible issues with the filming equipment.  

D. Training Staff 

During practice, the training staff’s responsibility is to complete all pre-practice injury treatment. 
The members of the staff on the field assist players to stretch and keep the players hydrated. 
After stretch, the training staff is on hand to tend to player injuries or cramps. The training staff 
will assist the injured player to the sideline and massage cramps, or tape up sore joints. If a 
serious injury occurs, the training staff will cart the player off the field to the training room for 
further evaluations and treatment.  

E. Head of Football Operations 

Jason Grooms begins practice by blowing his whistle, beginning drills and the clock. During 
practice, Grooms moves around directing the coaches, players, equipment staff, and film staff. 
The person operating the clock will look to Grooms who will signal when to stop the clock or 
make changes not included in the schedule. Grooms also will communicate with the video 
coordinator about what the coaches want filmed. While the coaches are directing their players, 
Grooms will stand on the sideline talking to visitors from outside of the program such as 
National Football League scouts. When the last period allocated to a specific drill expires, 
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Grooms will blow his whistle and direct the players to the next drill. At the end of practice, the 
players gather at midfield to listen to Grooms and Coach Solich. Grooms will tell the players of 
the next day’s schedule and any activities or tasks the players are required to complete. A few 
examples are community events, academic responsibilities, filling out required passport 
information, and how and when to use book vouchers.  

F. Practice/Meeting Scheduling 

The following is an example of a practice schedule: 

Monday, August 24, 2009 

Time   Period(s) Drill/Procedure   

8:00   Pre-Practice   Full Pads                                                             
8:05   Team Stretch                                                                                                                  
8:15      1 & 2 Walk Thru                                                                               
8:25    3 thru 6  Individual                                                                                                            
8:45    7 & 8 Inside/1 on 1      1 Group                                                       
8:55     9 & 10   Special Teams   Punt Return                                                      
9:05    11 & 12 7 on 7    2 Groups                                                       
9:15   13 & 14 Cowboy   1 Group                                                       
9:25   15 thru 18 Team Situations  1 Group                                         
9:45   19  FG/Extra Point                                                                                    
9:50   20 thru 23 Team Situations  1 Group                                         
10:10   24  End of Practice  

The players are also given a schedule of meetings and other events they must be present at. The 
following is an example of a player schedule that was given to them during fall camp when 
football operations are running full steam because of classes not being in session.  

Thursday, August 13, 2009 

Time  Event                                                                                                        
7:00  Breakfast at Nelson                                                                                                        
7:50  Freshmen Academic Meeting (Peden 4th Floor, Jason Kelly)                                 
9:00  Varsity Lift                                                                                                       
9:55  Position Meetings                                                                                                     
11:00  Walk Thru on Field                                                                                                      
11:50  Special Teams Walk Thru                                                                   
11:00-1:00 Lunch at Nelson/Treatment                                                                              
1:45  Special Teams Meeting                                                                             
2:15  Position Meetings                                                                                                 
3:25  Practice (Shorts and Shoulder Pads)                                                                       
5:00-6:30 Dinner at Nelson/Treatment                                                                                 
7:30  Special Teams Meeting                                                                                            
7:50  Team Meeting                                                                                           
8:00  Position Meetings                                                                                             
10:30  Room Checks 
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After Practice 

A. Equipment Staff 

As the clock runs out on the last period of practice, the equipment staff works to gather all of the 
equipment used for drills before returning it to the equipment room. After the field is clean, the 
equipment staff will collect the bins of jerseys, pants, shorts, and socks left from the players. The 
equipment staff will do all of the players’ and coaches’ laundry and return it to the locker room 
before calling it a day.  

B. Players 

After practice, the players drop off their laundry to the equipment staff. Players who are sore or 
injured will head to the training room for further treatment.  

C. Film Staff 

The general staff will return the camera, tripod, and hard drive to the film room. The video 
coordinator and the number two in command will stay after practice loading the recorded clips 
from the hard drive onto the team’s film program. The video coordinator will label and organize 
the video clips from practice until it is ready for the coaches to easily access and view.  

D. Training Staff 

The trainers will stay to help any players who need treatment following practice.  

E. Head of Football Operations 

Jason Grooms will work to meet the coaches’ demands regarding the film and equipment, as well 
as preparing for the next day’s practice.  

 

 
The players and coaches participating in team stretch before practice 
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Ohio University Football Operations: Game Day 

Home Game Operations 

The equipment staff, film staff, and trainers all perform the same functions they perform 
on practice days. However, some aspects of football operations on game day are not present for 
practices. The night before the game, the players and coaching staff check in to an Athens hotel 
for final game preparation. Friday functions include team dinner, walk-thru, and position 
meetings. The team will take a bus to the stadium a few hours before the game. 

A. Preparing for the Media 

The fifth-floor recruiting lounge in Peden Stadium is transformed into the press area before the 
game. All of the furniture is replaced by a two-row bleacher holding desks and chairs. Tables are 
set up in the 5th floor lobby containing the food spread for visiting and local media members. 
Some of the coaches’ offices are organized as areas for the television and radio broadcasters.  

B. Recruiting Events 

The coaching staff invites high school kids they are recruiting to attend the game. The coaches 
will speak to the recruits and their families an hour before the game starts underneath the home 
end zone bleachers. Tables and chairs will be set up for the recruits and their families to sit and 
eat at during the event. Wg. Grinders, a local restaurant, will cater the event by supplying sub 
sandwiches, chips, soda, and drinks. A staff of recruiting girls made up of current students will 
escort the recruits and their families between the event area and their seats. Following the event, 
the film staff will clean up the area before taking the leftover food to the equipment room.  

C. Sponsors 

Before the game, the operations assistants will hang banners of companies that have sponsor 
agreements with Ohio University Football. The football program and marketing department will 
make decisions on how to represent sponsors with banners, commercials on the video board, 
tailgating tents, and sponsored activities that are run during breaks in the game. Restaurants like 
Chipotle and Millstone BBQ have given away food in the tailgate park which is set up on the 
football practice field. The US Marines will send representatives to set up games for young fans 
in Tailgate Park.  

D. Post-Game Meal 

The Head of Football Operations will have his assistant and other general staffers pick up the 
player’s post-game meal. A restaurant such as Kiser’s BBQ will drop off individually bagged 
meals outside of the locker room after the third quarter of the game. After being picked up, the 
bags will be marked with the player’s name and placed in his locker.  

E. Visiting Team 
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The visiting team will be escorted by police cars from their hotel to the stadium. The head of the 
OUPD arranges the visiting team’s trip to the stadium before escorting them to their locker room. 

Road Game Operations 

 The procedure for traveling to games outside of Athens is a long, detailed process that 
takes hours of planning. All players, coaches, and team staff that is on the travel list receives a 
weekend itinerary on Thursday before the buses leave Friday afternoon. The following is an 
itinerary from a road trip to Bowling Green State University: 

             FRONT: Entire Staff/Players                                                           BACK: Players 

                                                                                     
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 2, 2009                                                                                                                          COUNTDOWN TO KICKOFF                                                                                                                                                                                                       
11:00 Special Teams Meeting                                                                                                                   2:25  Field Open to Players                                                                                                                                                          
11:45 Position Meetings                                                                                                                            3:05  Specialists Out                                                                                                                                                                                        
1:15 Depart for Doyt Perry Stadium                                                                                                       3:15  QB/Centers Out                                                                                                                                                                                                   
5:15 Arrive at Doyt Perry Stadium                                                                                                    3:20  RB/WR/TE/LB/DB Out                                                                                                                                                                      
5:45 Depart for Hilton-Toledo                                                                                                    3:25 Meet OL/DL at 15yd Line                                                                                                                                                                      
6:15 Arrive at Hilton-Toledo                                                                                                                   3:27  Team Stretch                                                                                                                                                                            
6:45 Dinner in Birch/Elm Conference Room                                                                                          3:33  Individual                                                                                                                                                                          
9:30 Chapel in Pine Room                                                                                                                       3:40  Teamwork                                                                                                                                                                     
9:50 Snack/Treatment                                                                                                                      3:45  Team to Locker Room                       
10:30 In Rooms/Lights Out                                                                                                                       4:00   Captains to Field                                                                                                                                                                          
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 3, 2009                                                                                                                  4:01   Team Takes field                                                                                                                                                                                    
8:45 Wake up                                                                                                                                           4:02    Coin Toss                                                                                  
9:15  Breakfast in Birch/Elm Room                                                                                                    4:05   One Heartbeat!                                                                                                                                                         
9:45 Rest in Rooms                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
11:45 Special Teams Meeting in Maple/Oak Room                                                                                                                                                
12:00 Offensive Meeting in Pine Room /Defensive Meeting in Maple Room                                                                                                                     
12:30 Pregame Meal                                                                                                                                                                                                         
1:10 Team Meeting in Maple/Oak Room                                                                                                                                                    
1:20 Depart for Doyt Perry Stadium                                                                                                                                                                          
1:50 Arrive at Doyt Perry Stadium                                                                                                                                                                             
2:25 Field Open to Players                                                                                                                                                                    
4:05 ONE HEARBEAT!                                                                                                                                                          
8:00 Depart for Athens                                                                                                                                                                          
12:45 Arrive in Athens 

Players arrive at Peden Stadium for meetings a few hours before the buses are scheduled to 
leave. General staff such as the film staff, equipment staff, and training staff arrive at least an 
hour prior to load up their necessary equipment onto their bus or truck. The equipment staff will 
pack the equipment onto the equipment truck and travel separate from the buses.  

A. Plane Trips 

When the team is playing a non-conference game or a MAC opponent that is too far for a bus 
trip, the team will take buses to the Parkersburg airport. If the game is a night game, the team 
will fly back to Columbus due to the Parkersburg airport closing earlier. The team will usually 
fly to around three or four games per year, with the rest being bus trips. Every season, the team 
plays four non-conference games before completing an eight-game MAC schedule. If the visiting 
school is located more than about six hours from Athens, the team will usually fly to the game.                   
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B. Bus Trips 

When everyone’s equipment is loaded on the bus, everyone on the travel list picks up their lunch 
and parking passes from the Head of Football Operation’s assistant. The lunch is provided by a 
sponsoring restaurant such as Wg. Grinders.  

C. Seating/Room Arrangements 

The Head of Football Operations will make a seat chart for all road trips whether they are bus or 
plane trips. Rooms will also be assigned based on position. Four buses will transport the travel 
list in addition to the equipment truck. The bus assignments are based on the position held with 
the football program. For example:                                                                                                                                                                        
-Bus One:  Offense                                                                                                                                         
-Bus Two:  Defense                                                                                                                                   
-Bus Three: Administrators, Media, etc.                                                                                                                          
-Bus Four:       Film Staff, Training Staff, Student Assistants, Chaplain, Media, Cheerleaders, etc. 

D. Bus Schedule 

After departing Athens, the bus will stop halfway to its destination at a rest stop to offer 
bathroom breaks and snacks. The bus travels straight to the stadium before the hotel. The players 
and staff will become familiar with the field, locker room, coach boxes, and filming area so they 
are prepared for the following day’s game. The players and coaches will have a team stretch on 
the field and may also have a quick walk-thru.  

E. Hotel Check-In 

The team will leave the stadium and take the buses to the team hotel for the night. The team 
tends to stay at hotels about half an hour from the game’s location to avoid distractions. The 
players and staffers will grab their equipment from the buses and meet the Head of Football 
Operations in the lobby to receive their room key. The night before the game consists of team 
dinner, meetings, and a late-night snack before heading to the rooms for the night.  

F. Game Day 

The morning of game day will include an early morning team breakfast, room resting time, team 
meetings, and a light pre-game meal before departure. The Head of Football Operations and the 
Ohio University Police Department will arrange for a police escort from the hotel to the stadium. 
During the game, the Head of Football Operations is on the sideline assisting the coaches, so his 
assistant is responsible for gathering the post-game meal from a local restaurant. Less than an 
hour after the game is over, the team boards the bus with their post-game meal before departing 
for Athens.  

The players, coaches, and operations staff’s tasks and responsibilities don’t change from day-to-
day operations. The Head of Football Operations is responsible for making the road trip run 
smoothly. Away games create extra responsibilities such as making room and bus assignments, 
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making a deal with a local business for the post-game meal, arranging transportation escorts, and 
booking the hotel.  

EVENT FILMING 

Set of Filming Instructions 

By: Jake Chapman                                                                                                                 
Photos taken by: Jake Chapman 

Materials Needed:                                                                                                                            
-Video Camera                                                                                                                                   
-Camera Tripod                                                                                                                                       

-Blank Videotape 

The equipment used in the photographs includes Sony tripod and Sony HandyCam video 
recorder. 

Optional Materials:                                                                                                                         
-Camera Bag                                                                                                                                     
–Tripod Bag                                                                                                                                       

–Camera Rain gear (depending on the weather)                                                                                
-Camera Hard Drive or Laptop                                                                                                           

-Power cord linking the hard drive to the camera                                                                              
–Walkie talkies or other communication device 

Many Americans use video cameras frequently. Many also attend events where hundreds of the 
people in attendance use cameras to capture the event before spreading it to the world or maybe 
just adding it to the family collection. Acquiring filming skills and techniques will allow the 
person behind the lens to capture the event clearly for many people’s viewing pleasure. Whether 
it is for a future film career, or even just capturing a family member’s sporting event, knowing 
the correct steps of event filming will enhance both the filmer’s and viewers’ event experience. 

Preparation: Gathering the materials 

1. Gather the camera, tape, and camera tripod. 

*Note: If the forecast includes precipitation that may damage the equipment, bring camera 
raingear or a garbage bag with a hole in it that can be used as a cover. Other optional materials 
that may need to be gathered depending on the camera operator’s decision to use them include 
hard drive/laptop, cord connecting camera to hard drive/laptop, and walkie talkies or other 
communication devices of your choice. 

 

Continued on next page 
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2. Open the camera’s tape slot, and insert the tape into the camera carefully with the writing on 
the tape upright and readable from the outside view of the camera.  

3. Close the tape slot and turn on the camera by sliding the dial to “VCR” or “Camera.” 

 
Step 2 & 3 (Tape slot is circled) 

4. Push the open button next to the LCD monitor and look in the corner of the screen to make 
sure the camera has enough available battery power to complete the planned filming.  

 
Step 4 

*Note: The LCD monitor will have a battery power gauge and will also list the number of hours 
and minutes the battery will last before dying.  

5. When the battery level is satisfactory, close the LCD monitor and turn off the camera by 
turning the dial to “off” or pushing a power button. (This depends on the camera the operator is 
using.) 

6. Place the camera and tripod in their respective bags securely. 

7. Travel to a secure area with a clear view of the event where you will not be easily distracted. 
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Setting up: How to begin using the equipment properly 

8. Take the tripod out of the bag and clear up space where the camera operator can stand 
comfortably. 

9. Grab the middle section of the tripod and gently pull down and outwards in opposite directions 
so the legs of the tripod are completely spread. 

10. Pop open the tripod leg locks on each leg allowing the legs to hang freely. 

 

Step 10 

11. Close the leg locks when the tripod has reached a desirable height. 

 

Step 10 & 11 (Leg locks are circled) 

*Note: Most camera operators keep the tripod at a height which holds the camera at slightly 
below eye-level. However, you may keep the tripod at a height that makes you most comfortable 
and confident. 

 

Continued on next page 
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12. Set up the tripod in a position that gives the operator space and allows the camera to be 
pointed at an angle best fit to capture the event.  

*Note: Many believe that the best way to situate the tripod is having two of the legs parallel to 
one another in the front, with the third leg angled towards where the camera operator will stand 
while filming.  

 

Step 12 

13. Carefully remove the camera from the bag and prepare to place it on the tripod. 

14. Grab the revolving latch on the open side of the camera platform piece of the tripod, and pull 
it towards you. 

15. Gently slide the camera onto the tripod platform while continuing to hold the latch open. 

16. When the camera has been completely slid onto the platform and is positioned flat, slowly 
close the latch to its original position while keeping a firm hand on the camera.  

17. When the latch is completely shut and the camera is securely locked on the tripod, attempt to 
slowly move the camera to ensure it is completely locked.  

 

Step 13-17 (Tripod latch is circled) 
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18. Find the handle that is circled in the below photograph, and reel the handle away from your 
body until the tripod has extended the camera to the height the camera operator desires. The 
handle can be found under the camera platform, and accessed on the left side of the tripod.  

 

Step 18 (The camera height handle is circled) 

19. Grab the latch on the left side of the tripod that sits just below the camera, and adjust based 
on how tight or loose the operator wants the camera’s up and down capabilities to be. 

*Note: To ensure the camera’s safety, it is strongly suggested to keep this part of the tripod as 
tight as you can, depending on how much the camera will be changing angles vertically.  

 

Step 19 (Vertical capability tightening latch is circled) 

20. With the camera secure and the tripod set, re-open the LCD monitor. 
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21. Flip the power dial to “VCR” and hit “Rewind” to make sure the tape is at the beginning. 

 

Step 21 (Rewind button is circled) 

22. Apply rain gear if necessary. 

*Note: The proper way to apply the rain gear consists of covering the camera as much as 
possible without covering the lens. It is also important that the rain gear is positioned in a manner 
that doesn’t constrict the camera operator’s reach to the buttons on the camera. 

Filming and Recording: How to record the event properly 

23. Flip the switch up on the side of the lens that opens the camera’s view to the area being 
filmed. 

 
Step 23 (Lens-opening switch is circled) 

24. Turn the dial from “VCR” to “Camera.” 

25. Look at the LCD monitor to ensure that the camera is viewing the desired area. 
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26. Rest your fingers on the wide block V-shaped button on the top right section of the camera. 

27. While looking at the LCD monitor, experiment with pushing each side of the button to get 
used to the camera’s zoom function. 

28. After becoming familiar with the zoom function, use the button to decide on a reasonable 
frame that will film the event.  

29. When you are confident in using the camera, press the red record button to begin filming the 
event. 

30. To stop recording, press the record button again. 

 
Steps 26-30 (Zoom button(Right) and record button(Left) are circled) 

 

Post-Event Procedure: Turning off the camera and packing up equipment 

31. When the camera operator is done filming, slide the dial to “OFF.” 

32. Close the LCD monitor. 

33. Re-open the camera platform latch on the tripod and carefully slide the camera off. 

34. Unlock the tripod legs, slide them towards the body of the tripod, and re-lock. If you are 
confused, refer to step 10’s instructions and image regarding the tripod leg locks. 

35. Push the tripod legs toward the mid section until it is in its smallest form. 

Congratulations! You have just filmed properly and safely. Practicing these safe filming 
instructions will lead to more comfort with the equipment. The repetition of these steps will 
allow you to become a skilled filmer as you gain experience.  
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Stadium Clock Control 
Set of Clock Operating Instructions 

 
Photographs taken by Jake Chapman 

 
 

Materials Needed: 
-Sports Series Scoreboard Control Console 

-Control Console Electrical Outlet 
-Venue with a Scoreboard 

 
Materials used in Photographs:  

-Daktronics 5000 Series All Sport Control Console 
-Peden Stadium’s Scoreboards 

 
Optional Materials: 

 Some sports require an additional clock to be run throughout the competition. For 
example, basketball has a shot clock that is reset during each possession. Football has a play 
clock that is reset after each play. The Peden Stadium clock manager will run the play clock as 
directed by the game’s officials. The play clock is operated on a small device that must be 
connected to the main scoreboard’s control console.  
 
Every sporting event provides entertainment to the people in attendance. From the time the game 
starts until it finishes, the viewer watches the players, the coaches, the competition, the officials, 
the crowd, and the clock. The clock holds the attention of all involved including the coaches, 
players, officials and crowd. Proper operation of the scoreboard’s clock is vital in all levels of 
sports from youth leagues to professional sports.  
 
Ohio University’s Football program has a clock operator at all home games and practices. The 
game clock is run by an NCAA-hired clock operator. Practices are scheduled in a set of five-
minute periods that are run by a team-hired clock operator. The pace, activities, and drills of 
practice are dictated by the clock. Following the correct procedure of clock operations allows 
events to run in a fashion the participants desire. Knowledge of equipment use as well as 
understanding rules and the preferences of those involved in competition are crucial elements of 
running the scoreboard clock properly and efficiently.  
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A. Preparation: Gathering and Connecting the Equipment 

1. Ensure that the venue of the competition has the proper control console for operating the 
scoreboard. 
* Peden Stadium uses a Daktronics 5000 Series Control Console.  
 

 
Daktronics 5000 Series Control Console 

 
2. Find an area at the venue that contains the outlet needed for your prospective control console. 
The type of outlet needed varies depending on the control console used. 
*The two Scoreboard Control outlets at Peden Stadium are located on the fifth floor inside 
Coach Pete Germano’s office and Head of Football Operations Jason Groom’s office.  
 

 
Scoreboard Control Outlet  

 
3. Connect the cords from the outlet to the control console in an area with a clear view of where 
the competition is held.  
 
 
 
 

Continued on next page 
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B. Operation: Installation and Proper Use of Control Console 
 
4. When you have connected the console to the correct outlet in a comfortable area, flip on the 
power switch.  
* The power switch is located on the back of Ohio University Football’s control console. 
 

 
The power switch of the control console is circled. 

 
5. After the power has been turned on, the screen of the console will ask the operator if the code 
displayed is correct. Hit the “ENTER/YES” button located under the numbers key-pad.  
*Note: If the code is not correct, type in the console’s code and hit “ENTER.” The console’s 
code can be found on the console itself under the correct label.  
**Peden Stadium’s console lists the code on the bottom left part of the console. 
 

 
The console’s code is circled. It is located near the bottom left corner of the console. 

 
6.  The screen will ask you if you want the clock to start at zero or begin where as the previous 
operator had it before it was last turned off. If you would like to resume the previous 
competition, (if you accidentally turned off the console or the power went out), hit the 
“ENTER/YES” key. If you are starting a new event, hit the “CLEAR/NO” key. 
*Note: The YES and NO keys can be found on the bottom of the numbers pad. 
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7. To enter in the desired amount of time on the clock, press “Set Main Clock” followed by the 
amount of time before pressing the “ENTER/YES” key.  
*Note: When you want to enter in a new time period or change the current time period while the 
clock is running, hit the “Stop” button before performing Step 7.  
 

 
The following keys are circled. “Set Main Clock” = Red, “Number pad”= Blue, “Enter”= Yellow. 

 
8. To stop and start the clock, hit either “Start” or “Stop.” The Start key is green and the Stop key 
is red.  
 
9. To keep score, use the score keys for the “home” team and the “guest” team. To add a point 
for a team, press the “score +1” key under the “home” or “guest” label. If you make a mistake, 
press the “score -1” key for the respective team you mistakenly added a point for.  
*Peden Stadium’s control console lists the actions for each respective team in green or red. The 
“home” scorekeeping section is in green while the “away” scorekeeping section is in red.  
**Note: If you are keeping score for a basketball or football game, you may want to add more 
than one point at a time. The control console has keys that will add more than one point at a time. 
For basketball, you may want you use “score+1” for free-throws, “score+2” for shots made, and 
“score+3” for three-point shots made. For football, you may want to use “score+1” for extra 
points, “score+2” for safeties or two-point conversions, “score+3” for field goals, and “score+6” 
for touchdowns.  
 

 
Scorekeeping areas of the control console. Home scorekeeping is green. Guest scorekeeping is in red. 

 
10.  When you have finished using the console, flip the power switch off.  
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Following steps one through ten will allow you to operate the clock of a sporting event 
efficiently and properly.  Knowledge of clock operations will give you an understanding of why 
the clock is run a certain way at sporting events, as well as how to do it yourself. 
 
C. Ohio Football Clock Operations 
 
Operating the clock for Ohio University Football entails more than just typing in numbers and 
letting the clock unwind before repeating. The member of the operations staff that is hired to run 
the clock has to be familiar with how the coaches want the clock to be run. To operate the clock 
in a fashion that satisfies the coaches and head of football operations, the clock operator must do 
the following: 
 
1. Show up at least a half hour before practice begins. 
 
2. Check if the day’s practice schedule has been printed and left for you. If it hasn’t, contact the 
head of football operations or his assistant and ask for a copy of the practice schedule. 
 
3. Look at the schedule and become familiar with the day’s drills and when they will be 
performed. If you are unfamiliar with a portion of the schedule, clarify the procedure with the 
head of football operations. 
 
4. Before practice begins, make sure that the control console is functioning properly. 
 
5. During practice, always keep an eye on practice, and more specifically on the head of football 
operations. It is important to know where he is on the field at all times.  
 
6. The coaches will communicate to the head of football operations any changes in the schedule 
that the clock operator is not aware of. The clock operator must know where the head of football 
operation is at all times and what his signals represent. 
 
7.  If the coaches want to work on a specific drill longer than the time allocated to it, the head of 
football operations will hold up an open hand to stop the clock after the period’s time has 
expired. Also, the coaches may end a period early or skip a scheduled drill. The head of football 
operations will signal this by holding up the period number that should be represented on the 
scoreboard.  
 
8.  The coaching staff will get upset if a period is started too early or too late. The clock operator 
must keep an eye on the coaches if the head of football operations is not present. The coaches 
will signal the desired clock information. 
 
9.  If you need to go to the bathroom or get a drink, it is best to do so in the middle of a period 
due to changes usually occurring at the beginning or end of a period.  
 
10. The clock operator must respect the area where the console is stationed. The Peden Stadium 
control console can be used in Coach Germano or Jason Groom’s office. It is their office, not 
yours. Leave it as you found it.  
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Ohio University Football Facilities 
 

Peden Stadium 

 

Peden Stadium 
Richland Ave & S Green Drive 

Athens, OH 45701 
 
 

Peden Stadium serves as the home stadium for Ohio University’s football team. However, the 
facility also contains locker rooms for the Bobcats’ track and field hockey teams. Ohio 
University’s women’s soccer team, women’s field hockey team, and cheerleading squad 
occasionally practice inside Peden Stadium and on the football practice field adjacent to the 
stadium. Peden Stadium is also used for men and women’s basketball conditioning as well as 
youth and high school football games.  

Peden Stadium is currently the oldest football stadium in the Mid-American Conference, as well 
as one of the oldest stadiums in the nation. From 1927 to today, Peden Stadium has gone through 
many renovations to offer the same technological advantages as competing programs without 
losing the historical, tradition-filled feel of the venue.  
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History of Peden Stadium Construction 

Peden Stadium facts from Ohio University’s Football Media Guide 2009 
 
-The two-year construction of Ohio University’s football stadium began in 1927. 
 
-Stadium construction concluded in 1929 with expenses totaling $185,000. 
 
-The stadium was named after former Bobcats football coach Don Peden before its first game 
was held against Miami University in 1929, a 14-0 Bobcats victory.  
 
-Peden Stadium’s tower was constructed in portions from 1989 to 1992. The football offices, 
training facilities, meeting rooms and academic services center are located in the tower. 
 
-In 2001, Ohio University removed the track surrounding the field, lowered the playing surface, 
and added 2,000 seats in an effort to bring fans closer to the game. This project cost $2,800,000. 
 
-The grass field surface was replaced by FieldTurf in 2002. 
-A video screen was added to the stadium’s scoreboard as part of a 2003 upgrade. 
 
-Peden underwent a large renovation from 2005 to 2006. The renovation included upgrading the 
training facility, meeting rooms, recruiting lounge, and coaching offices.  
 
Facility Offices and Departments 
 
Peden Stadium Tower 
 
A. First Floor 
The ticket windows are located by the North Tower entrance. The first floor of the tower 
contains the team’s locker room. To enter the locker room, you must be let in from outside of the 
stadium, walk in to the stadium and under the bleachers, or walk through the South Tower 
entrance and walk through the door found in the tower’s stairway. Beyond the South Tower 
entrance are elevator doors, doors to the stairway, and a room that is used by the Sports Business 
Administration of Ohio University on game days.  
 
 

 
Football Locker Room (Photograph: Ohio University Athletics) 
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B. Second Floor 

The second floor is filled with meeting rooms of various sizes. There are coaches meeting rooms, 
position meeting rooms, and a larger room that serves as the team auditorium. The meeting 
rooms are used for film analysis of the team’s opponent as well as reviewing past games and 
practices. The expansion of meeting space and installation of advanced digital video technology 
were a part of Peden’s 2005-2006 renovation.  
 

 
Team Auditorium (Photograph: 2009 Ohio University Media Guide) 

 
C. Third Floor 
The third floor contains concessions, restrooms, and access to the tower sections of seating. The 
third floor of Peden generally is used only on game days.  
 
D. Fourth Floor 
The fourth floor is home to the Phillips Academic Services Center. The fourth floor is used by 
Bobcat athletes of all sports, not just football players. The 10,000 square foot Phillips Academic 
Services Center contains two computer labs, a classroom, tutoring areas, a small auditorium, and 
administrative offices. The Head of Academic Service, Jason Kelly, has an office on the fourth 
floor to assist players in need of academic help. Athletes are offered the resources and tutoring to 
assist them with their studies. The fourth floor of Peden also contains the stadium’s audio control 
room. The audio room will be used on all game days and some practices when the team is 
preparing to travel to a loud stadium. 
 

 
Students studying in the Phillips Academic Services Center (Photograph: Ohio University Athletics) 
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E. Fifth Floor 
The fifth floor is home to a large portion of the football operations staff. When entering the fifth 
floor, you will enter a lobby that is occupied by an administrative assistant during the week. On 
game days, the fifth floor lobby is transformed to a buffet offered to the media covering the 
game. The lobby is located between the film room and a hallway that leads to staff offices. The 
coaches’ and head of football operations’ offices are spread across the hallway. The floor also 
contains a coaches’ meeting room. As part of a 2006 renovation, a large recruiting lounge was 
created. The recruiting lounge contains tables, chairs, couches, and a big screen television. On 
game days, the recruiting lounge will be cleared out and will serve as the stadium’s press box.  
 

         
Fifth Floor Lobby    Film Room                           5th Floor Recruiting Lounge/Game Day Press Box 

                                                                                                                                           (Photograph: 2009 Ohio Football Media Guide) 
F. Sixth Floor (Stadium Roof) 
The stairway goes from ground level to the roof of the stadium. The roof of the stadium is 
occupied by members of the film staff during practice if the weather allows. During game days, 
the roof of the stadium will be filled with television cameramen, the OU and visiting team’s film 
staff, Mid-American Conference replay cameramen, newspaper photographers, and security 
personnel.  
 
Stadium Seating 
 

 
Peden Stadium Seating Chart (Seating Map: Ohio University Athletics) 
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Additional Facilities 

 
As the team travels between the Peden Stadium field and the football locker room, they stop by 
the equipment room to drop off their laundry or have equipment demands met by the equipment 
staff. A building that is semi-connected to the stadium tower runs from the weight room to the 
locker room and equipment room, which lie beneath the bleachers between the locker-room and 
field of play. This hallway leads to the entrances of the field hockey locker room, track locker 
room, and training room. Practice equipment storage areas and the visiting team’s locker room 
are located beneath the student bleachers of Peden Stadium (Sections 118-123 on the seating 
chart). The football practice field is located between the Ping Center, Peden Stadium, and the 
Hocking River.  
 
A. Equipment Room 
Located between the player’s locker room and the field, the equipment room contains washers 
and dryers for the player’s laundry. The equipment room also stores extra player equipment such 
as helmets, chin straps, and cleats.  
 
B. Training Room 
The Ohio University Athletic Department’s training room is located across the hall from the 
football locker room. Athletes will spend time in the training room getting taped up, massaged, 
or treated for injuries. The training room has training tables as well as a hydrotherapy room that 
was added during Peden’s 2006 renovation. The training room is used by many of Ohio 
University’s athletic teams.  
 
C. Carin Center 
The Carin Center is Ohio University’s strength and conditioning training facility. The Carin 
Center is used by all of the school’s athletes. The Carin Center is a brick building that is 
connected to the stadium, although it is not part of the stadium tower. It is located at the end of 
the facility nearest to the Hocking River.  
 

 
The Carin Center (Photograph: 2009 Ohio Football Media Guide) 
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D. Practice Field 
The football practice field is wedged between the Charles J. Ping Student Recreational Center, 
Peden Stadium, Ohio University’s golf course, and the Hocking River. The practice field is used 
by the women’s soccer team occasionally as well as the football team. The football team will 
practice on the practice field instead of the stadium occasionally during fall camp as well as on 
Mondays during the season. The Peden Stadium field had a FieldTurf surface installed, thus the 
grass surface of the practice field provides an alternative to practicing on turf. The team may 
practice on the grass field in preparation for a road game in which the opponent’s stadium has a 
grass surface.  
 
 

 
Football Practice Field (Photograph: Ohio University Athletics) 
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Ohio University Football Sponsors 

The Ohio University Football team has a strong history of positive sponsorship 
relationships with many local and global businesses. Ohio University currently has a partnership 
with ISP Sports. For more information about forming a potential partnership with Ohio 
University Football, contact Luke Sayers, the General Manager of ISP sports. He can be reached 
by phone (740) 597-1855, or e-mail lsayers@ispsports.com.  

             

       Baymont Inn & Suites            Boxer & Stone                                     Dairy Queen 

                          

Days Inn Athens     Donatos Pizza               Hampton Inn                      Hungry Howie’s Pizza and Subs 

                              

  Kiser’s BBQ Shack               Little Caesars             McDonalds                                Millstone BBQ 

                                  

Rocky Outdoor Gear  Sears           Taco Bell                         Time Warner Cable 

                            

US Marine Corps          Wg. Grinders      Wendy’s                          Super 8 Athens 

 The pictured sponsors in addition to sponsors not represented, are a significant part of 
helping Ohio University Football run smoothly. Sponsors such as Wg. Grinders and Kiser’s 
BBQ provide the team with their pre and post game meals while sponsors such as Rocky, the 
Marine Corps, and others help with game day entertainment in the tailgate park.  
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Conclusion 

 

A. Why Ohio University Football Operations is Important 

The opportunity to work for the Bobcats’ football team is valuable for many reasons. It is a great 
experience to get involved with the university while gaining experience that can prepare you for 
a successful career in a plethora of professions. Holding a position with Ohio Football will open 
your eyes to an industry that is continually rising. Learning about business operations, filming 
and editing, equipment maintenance, or physical training and therapy will give you the tools to 
be successful doing something you enjoy. 

B. What You Have Learned From Reading This Informational Manual 

After reading this information manual, you should be well informed on how to get involved in an 
area of the sporting industry that fits your skills and interests. If you are a sports fan and have 
some knowledge about cameras and filming, you can apply your skills to a career in something 
you are interested in. This manual has described all aspects of how a division one football 
program operates. If you have an interest in getting involved in the sporting industry, this manual 
gives you the information on available positions that are tailored to fit your skills and interests.  

C. How to Get More Information 

If you have a desire to get involved with a department of the Ohio University Football program, 
you can find the contact information for the directors of equipment, operations, and physical 
training in Appendix A. If you have any questions about any of the positions offered by the 
Bobcats football team, you can stop by Jason Grooms’ office in Peden Stadium, 520.  

D. What to Do Next 

After this season finishes, Ohio University Football will begin hiring new staff members before 
spring football begins in April. Good luck pursuing a career in the sports industry! 

 



 

 
 

Appendix A: About the Author 
 

It was a dark and stormy night. Suddenly a cry rang out, and on a hot summer night in 1954, 
Josephine, wife of Carl Bruce, gave birth to a boy — me. Unfortunately, this young married 
couple allowed Reuben Saturday, Josephine’s brother, to name their first-born. Reuben, aka “The 
Joker,” decided that Bruce was a nice name, so he decided to name me Bruce Bruce. I have gone 
by my middle name — David — ever since. 

Being named Bruce David Bruce hasn’t been all bad. Bank tellers remember me very quickly, so 
I don’t often have to show an ID. It can be fun in charades, also. When I was a counselor as a 
teenager at Camp Echoing Hills in Warsaw, Ohio, a fellow counselor gave the signs for “sounds 
like” and “two words,” then she pointed to a bruise on her leg twice. Bruise Bruise? Oh yeah, 
Bruce Bruce is the answer! 

Uncle Reuben, by the way, gave me a haircut when I was in kindergarten. He cut my hair short 
and shaved a small bald spot on the back of my head. My mother wouldn’t let me go to school 
until the bald spot grew out again. 

Of all my brothers and sisters (six in all), I am the only transplant to Athens, Ohio. I was born in 
Newark, Ohio, and have lived all around Southeastern Ohio. However, I moved to Athens to go 
to Ohio University and have never left.  

At Ohio U, I never could make up my mind whether to major in English or Philosophy, so I got a 
bachelor’s degree with a double major in both areas, then I added a Master of Arts degree in 
English and a Master of Arts degree in Philosophy. Yes, I have my MAMA degree. 

Currently, and for a long time to come (I eat fruits and veggies), I am spending my retirement 
writing books such as Nadia Comaneci: Perfect 10, The Funniest People in Comedy, Homer’s 
Iliad: A Retelling in Prose, and William Shakespeare’s Hamlet: A Retelling in Prose. 

By the way, my sister Brenda Kennedy writes romances such as A New Beginning and Shattered 
Dreams.  



 

 
 

Appendix B: Some Books by David Bruce (1954- ) 
 

Retellings of a Classic Work of Literature 

Ben Jonson’s The Alchemist: A Retelling 

Ben Jonson’s Bartholomew Fair: A Retelling  

Ben Jonson’s The Case is Altered: A Retelling  

Ben Jonson’s Catiline’s Conspiracy: A Retelling  

Ben Jonson’s The Devil is an Ass: A Retelling  

Ben Jonson’s Epicene: A Retelling  

Ben Jonson’s Every Man in His Humor: A Retelling  

Ben Jonson’s Every Man Out of His Humor: A Retelling  

Ben Jonson’s The Fountain of Self-Love, or Cynthia’s Revels: A Retelling  

Ben Jonson’s The New Inn: A Retelling  

Ben Jonson’s Sejanus: A Retelling  

Ben Jonson’s The Staple of News: A Retelling  

Ben Jonson’s Volpone, or the Fox: A Retelling 

Christopher Marlowe’s Complete Plays: Retellings 

Christopher Marlowe’s Dido, Queen of Carthage: A Retelling 

Christopher Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus: Retellings of the 1604 A-Text and of the 1616 B-Text 

Christopher Marlowe’s Edward II: A Retelling 

Christopher Marlowe’s The Massacre at Paris: A Retelling 

Christopher Marlowe’s The Rich Jew of Malta: A Retelling 

Christopher Marlowe’s Tamburlaine, Parts 1 and 2: Retellings 

Dante’s Divine Comedy: A Retelling in Prose  

Dante’s Inferno: A Retelling in Prose  

Dante’s Purgatory: A Retelling in Prose  

Dante’s Paradise: A Retelling in Prose  

The Famous Victories of Henry V: A Retelling 

From the Iliad to the Odyssey: A Retelling in Prose of Quintus of Smyrna’s Posthomerica 



 

 
 

George Peele: Five Plays Retold in Modern English 

George Peele’s The Arraignment of Paris: A Retelling  

George Peele’s The Battle of Alcazar: A Retelling  

George’s Peele’s David and Bathsheba, and the Tragedy of Absalom: A Retelling 

George’s Peele’s Edward I: A Retelling 

George Peele’s The Old Wives’ Tale: A Retelling 

George-A-Greene, The Pinner of Wakefield: A Retelling 

The History of King Leir: A Retelling 

Homer’s Iliad: A Retelling in Prose  

Homer’s Odyssey: A Retelling in Prose  

Jason and the Argonauts: A Retelling in Prose of Apollonius of Rhodes’ Argonautica 

The Jests of George Peele: A Retelling 

John Ford: Eight Plays Translated into Modern English 

John Ford’s The Broken Heart: A Retelling 

John Ford’s The Fancies, Chaste and Noble: A Retelling 

John Ford’s The Lady’s Trial: A Retelling 

John Ford’s The Lover’s Melancholy: A Retelling 

John Ford’s Love’s Sacrifice: A Retelling 

John Ford’s Perkin Warbeck: A Retelling 

John Ford’s The Queen: A Retelling 

John Ford’s ‘Tis Pity She’s a Whore: A Retelling 

John Webster’s The White Devil: A Retelling 

King Edward III: A Retelling 

The Merry Devil of Edmonton: A Retelling 

Robert Greene’s Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay: A Retelling 

The Taming of a Shrew: A Retelling 

Tarlton’s Jests: A Retelling 

The Trojan War and Its Aftermath: Four Ancient Epic Poems 



 

 
 

Virgil’s Aeneid: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 5 Late Romances: Retellings in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 10 Histories: Retellings in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 11 Tragedies: Retellings in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 12 Comedies: Retellings in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 38 Plays: Retellings in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 1 Henry IV, aka Henry IV, Part 1: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 2 Henry IV, aka Henry IV, Part 2: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 1 Henry VI, aka Henry VI, Part 1: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 2 Henry VI, aka Henry VI, Part 2: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 3 Henry VI, aka Henry VI, Part 3: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s All’s Well that Ends Well: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Antony and Cleopatra: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s As You Like It: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Comedy of Errors: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Coriolanus: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Cymbeline: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Hamlet: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Henry V: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Henry VIII: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s King John: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s King Lear: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Love’s Labor’s Lost: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Macbeth: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Measure for Measure: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Merry Wives of Windsor: A Retelling in Prose  



 

 
 

William Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Much Ado About Nothing: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Othello: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Pericles, Prince of Tyre: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Richard II: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Richard III: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Taming of the Shrew: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Tempest: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Timon of Athens: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Titus Andronicus: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Troilus and Cressida: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Two Gentlemen of Verona: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Two Noble Kinsmen: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Winter’s Tale: A Retelling in Prose  

Other Fiction 

Candide’s Two Girlfriends (Adult) 

Honey Badger Goes to Hell — and Heaven 

I Want to Die — Or Fight Back 

The Erotic Adventures of Candide (Adult) 

Children’s Biography 

Nadia Comaneci: Perfect Ten 

Personal Finance 

How to Manage Your Money: A Guide for the Non-Rich 

Anecdote Collections 

250 Anecdotes About Opera 

250 Anecdotes About Religion 



 

 
 

250 Anecdotes About Religion: Volume 2 

250 Music Anecdotes 

Be a Work of Art: 250 Anecdotes and Stories 

Boredom is Anti-Life: 250 Anecdotes and Stories 

The Coolest People in Art: 250 Anecdotes 

The Coolest People in the Arts: 250 Anecdotes 

The Coolest People in Books: 250 Anecdotes 

The Coolest People in Comedy: 250 Anecdotes 

Create, Then Take a Break: 250 Anecdotes 

Don’t Fear the Reaper: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Art: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Books: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Books, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Books, Volume 3: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Comedy: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Dance: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 3: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 4: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 5: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 6: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Movies: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Music: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Music, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Music, Volume 3: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Neighborhoods: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Relationships: 250 Anecdotes 



 

 
 

The Funniest People in Sports: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Sports, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Television and Radio: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Theater: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People Who Live Life: 250 Anecdotes  

The Funniest People Who Live Life, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes  

The Kindest People Who Do Good Deeds, Volume 1: 250 Anecdotes 

The Kindest People Who Do Good Deeds, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

Maximum Cool: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Movies: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Politics and History: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Politics and History, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Politics and History, Volume 3: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Religion: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Sports: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People Who Live Life: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People Who Live Life, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

Reality is Fabulous: 250 Anecdotes and Stories 

Resist Psychic Death: 250 Anecdotes 

Seize the Day: 250 Anecdotes and Stories 

Discussion Guide Series 

Dante’s Inferno: A Discussion Guide  

Dante’s Paradise: A Discussion Guide 

Dante’s Purgatory: A Discussion Guide 

Forrest Carter’s The Education of Little Tree: A Discussion Guide 

Homer’s Iliad: A Discussion Guide 

Homer’s Odyssey: A Discussion Guide 

Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice: A Discussion Guide 



 

 
 

Jerry Spinelli’s Maniac Magee: A Discussion Guide 

Jerry Spinelli’s Stargirl: A Discussion Guide 

Jonathan Swift’s “A Modest Proposal”: A Discussion Guide 

Lloyd Alexander’s The Black Cauldron: A Discussion Guide 

Lloyd Alexander’s The Book of Three: A Discussion Guide 

Mark Twain’s Adventures of Huckleberry Finn: A Discussion Guide 

Mark Twain’s The Adventures of Tom Sawyer: A Discussion Guide 

Mark Twain’s A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s Court: A Discussion Guide 

Mark Twain’s The Prince and the Pauper: A Discussion Guide 

Nancy Garden’s Annie on My Mind: A Discussion Guide 

Nicholas Sparks’ A Walk to Remember: A Discussion Guide 

Virgil’s Aeneid: A Discussion Guide 

Virgil’s “The Fall of Troy”: A Discussion Guide 

Voltaire’s Candide: A Discussion Guide 

William Shakespeare’s 1 Henry IV: A Discussion Guide 

William Shakespeare’s Macbeth: A Discussion Guide 

William Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream: A Discussion Guide 

William Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet: A Discussion Guide 

William Sleator’s Oddballs: A Discussion Guide 

 


